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the worst congestion in the world
There are more mobile connections being
made each day than people being born.
“If you understand the Net Generation (Y), you will
understand the future. You will also understand how our
institutions and society need to change today.”
DON TAPSCOTT
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transportation and
infrastructure

COLLABORATION
VS
PRESENTEEISM

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

WORKshift is:
A management strategy/culture
by which employees are empowered to work where
and when they are most effective with a focus on
results rather than presenteeism.
For Halifax, WORKshift is:
A business-friendly, environmentally responsible
strategy that promotes increased employee
productivity, reduces unnecessary commutes and
reduces the strain on public transportation and roads.

VA L U E P R O P O S I T I O N
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Reduce congestion
Improve livability
Attract talent
Economic development- attract business
Reduce stress on infrastructure
Be seen as a Smart City
Reduce CO2 emissions
Disaster preparedness
Maintain leadership position in green cities space

What WORKshift provides: a turn-key approach with a
trusted process and brand to promote remote work and
accelerate adoption in Halifax (and region)

R E S U LT S
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Defacto brand for all things flexible work in Canada
Demand for replication across Canada and US (and beyond)
On trend: in excess of 100 unpaid media hits
>25,000 unique visits to website
2 city-wide WORKshift Weeks embraced by media and business
leaders alike
Received national and international attention for its unique
approach to “how we work” from a social, economic and
environmental perspective
Economic Development: 2 int’l businesses select Calgary as their
head office citing WORKshift as a key influencer in decision
Have worked hands- on with >35 organizations (some have
branded their initiatives WORKshift)
Major awards and recognition for most innovative economic
development program

W H Y B E C O M E A W O R K S H I F T A F F I L I AT E PA R T N E R ?

Considerable benefits exist for Halifax as a City Affiliate
QUALITATIVE
•
•
•
•

Intellectual capital in contributing to WORKshift’s strategic direction
National / international exposure as a Smart City
Media, advertising, events, etc.
Access to expert partners for broader solutions

QUANTITATIVE
•
•
•
•

Reduction of infrastructure investment
Reduction of transit and commuting expenses
New employee and business attraction
Access to data as collected by WORKshift app, surveys, etc.

Why become a WORKshift affiliate partner?

The Municipal Toolkit
 Infrastructure
 Awareness/PR/media
 Community & business engagement
 Impact assessment
 Benchmarking/data

T H E O P P O R T U N I T Y F O R H AL I FAX

• Risk Mitigation: we have a program with accolades and a track record
of success.
• Tested approach: This includes a take-to-market strategy, a media
relations and PR strategy and tools and resources
• Speed to market without starting from scratch / duplicating investment
• Cost: WORKshift is the result of four years and > $1.5M of investment;
it’s ready for adoption by other cities at the fraction of the cost
• Research: access to WORKshift’s aggregated data and resulting
research
• Brand recognition/credibility: International interest and inbound
inquiries to adopt WORKshift abroad are growing.
• We have an app for that! Tracks time saved, CO2 emissions avoided,
kms reduced and the overall satisfaction
• Be part of a Canadian brand/success story! The community of cities
adopting WORKshift will create the first national ecosystem dedicated
to this.

NEXT STEPS

Vote yes for WORKshift!
* Funding for WORKshift has been earmarked with 50% of the
costs coming from NS Moves Provincial grant

"It's good for the environment and worklife balance, and will improve our nation's
productivity, which adds to greater
business success.”
Mayor Mike Savage as Member of
Parliament leading National Work from
Home Day motion

The future is knocking…

20 years from now,
will people laugh at the business world
for believing that effective work meant
rush hour and cubicles?

